Abstract-The influence of cooperative transmission based on cross-layer routing design to the wireless vehicular Adhoc networks is studied. Firstly, the cross-layer cooperative transmission model is built, and then according to different quality of service requirements, The objective functions expressions of the optimal solutions for two addressed optimization problems are developed and later used as quantitative criteria of the routing decision. Simulation results show that the criteria using cooperative transmission typically yield more efficient routes than the comparable schemes in terms of end-to-end reliability and total transmission power.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Physical Layer Model
Using TDMA mechanism to build the physical layer model, TDMA mechanism has not competitive mechanism collision retransmission issues, data transfer is not equired too much control information, the node idle slots timely manner to sleep. TDMA mechanism requires strict time synchronization between nodes, so the message is transmitted simultaneously to the sink in the multiple sets of information source [5] . Assuming all nodes of wireless vehicle Ad-hoc network all nodes uniformly distributed within the designated area, and the model takes Rayleigh fading and shadowing fading and path loss and other factors into account, therefore, The wireless link between the source vehicle node s and the destination vehicle node d is modelled as: 
Require the operating modes of all vehicle nodes are full duplex mode, where sd d means the distance between vehicle node s to vehicle node d,  is the path loss exponent, generally ranging from 4 to 10, sd c expressed the channel fading characteristics, required a obey zero mean and unit variance Gaussian variable, and independent and identically distributed.
B. MAC Layer Communication Pattern
Define a relay vehicle node r to achieve collaborative communication of information,cooperative communication of MAC layer model divided into two stages in the time. In the first stage, the source node s transmit information to the destination vehicle node d and the relay vehicle node r in the form of broadcast message. In the second stage, the relay vehicle node r will receive the forwarded message successfully decoded and transmit it to the destination vehicle node d, if the information received is not successfully decoded, the relay vehicle node r will not forward message, the source node s vehicle will resend the message. Figure 1 is Cooperative transmission system model in vehicular network. 
So that the outage probability expression of intervehicle direct communication is:
Based on the MAC layer communication mode, through the cooperative communication between vehicles, if the relay vehicle node can realize completely decoding information [7] , it will forward the information to the destination vehicle node, if the relay vehicle node can't realize, the source vehicle node needs to resend this information, we define that information can eventually be decoded completely and the destination vehicle node can receive this information in this case. So considering these two cases we get the maximum average mutual information expression:
Due to (2) and (6) we can obtain the maximum average mutual information of input and output between the source node and the destination node in the case of cooperative communication: 
So thtat the outage probability of inter-vehicle cooperative communication can be expressed as follows:
Pr[ ]
Further derivation: 
So we get the outage probability expression of cooperative communication is:
For the convenience of the numerical simulation and comparison analysis, outage probability expression of information transmission through two-hop is derived on the basis of direct communication between vehicles, in this case, the destination vehicles node can only receive information from the relay vehicle node without the process of collaborative optimization, it is the equivalent of using direct communication for two times to complete the spread of information. Outage probability expressions are derived as follows: 
B. Transmission Power of Cooperative Transmission
The distance from relay vehicle node r to the source vehicle node s and destination vehicle node d is one of the important parameters which influences the performance of collaborative communication [8] , so we assume thant the node r is at the middle point of the node s and d firstly, that 
Where B is the assigned bandwidth, sd P is the outage probability, 0 N is the noise power spectral density. Using the same method we can conclude the minimum transmission power of direct communication between vehicles as:
Comparing the transmission power of both cases in ratio method as:
(16) shows that the data transfer rate R and outage probability sd P determine the performance of collaborative communication between vehicles which has obvious advantages compared to direct communication in terms of power. when data rate is moderate and outage probability is small, the value of equation (16) 
Using the ditto method we can conclude the transmission power of direct communication with two-hop as [9] 
(19)shows that two-hop communication has higher energy efficiency when the value of sd P much less than 1 in gener and the value of  is not less than 4. then we extend the relay vehicle node to any position, and get the simulation analysis .
Assume the relay node r located anywhere between the source node s and the destination node d, and assume that the outage probability 0.01 Figure 4 is the transmission power loss of the cooperative communication when the relay vehicle nodes in different locations, the maximum normalized power is 42.4, the middle point is the lowest value location which is 15.
The figure shows the location where these two communication transmission powers obtain the optimal solution is the center of the circular plane, and since the symmetry of position, the relay node which in the same circle have the same power value. The simulation comparison shows that the performance of cooperative communication are significantly better than the two-hop communication and direct communication at each location in terms of power consumption. This paper studied the transmission performance of cooperative communication based on cross-layer routing design in the wireless vehicle Ad-hoc networks, the crosslayer cooperative transmission model is built, and then according to different quality of service requirements, The objective functions expressions of the optimal solutions for two addressed optimization problems are developed. Simulation results show that the criteria using cooperative transmission is typically more efficient than the traditional schemes in terms of end-to-end reliability and total transmission power.
